
Hockey Games and Scrimmages 
Not Allowed in Phase 3, Step 1

We are sad to announce that hockey games and scrimmages are not allowed at this time in MA ice rinks. We 
received guidance from the state late Monday that classifies ice hockey as a "higher risk" sport and only allows non-
contact practices, skills development and drills. This guidance will be in place for at least two weeks but could 
potentially prevent hockey games until Phase IV which could eliminate the upcoming hockey season.  

We cannot let this happen as we all understand the long-term impact to our sport and the closure of many ice rinks 
will follow. We have been working with a group of stakeholders including MA Hockey (see their advisory below) and 
many ice rinks from all across the state to find a reasonable and safe solution to getting games back quickly. We 
have proposed to use a modified no-contact game format to mitigate any potential for transmission risk as well as 
incorporating social distancing, face coverings when not on the ice and limitations on bench and team room 
occupancy. We are awaiting a response to our proposal and NEED YOUR HELP URGENTLY!  

This is a list of State Senators, State Representatives, and State Administrators that we urge you to contact 
right away to express your support for this proposal. A sample message is included. We have received 
significant cooperation from the state up to now and just need to convince them that we are ready and 
capable of modifying the game to minimize contact so we can get back to games again. If we cannot get this 
approved many rinks will be forced to close until potentially Phase 4 whenever that is or forever!  

There is also a petition to the Governor that you can sign here. 

Dear (Senator, Representative, Administrator), 

My name is ___________________ and I am writing to urge you to allow for no-contact game play to be allowed in 
hockey rinks across Massachusetts. Hockey is as safe, if not safer than other sports currently allowed to play games 
due to the equipment worn and nature of the game. I fully support the proposal outlined by MA Hockey and the rink 
committee to allow for no-contact game play and ask for your help to get this approved by the state. #letusplay 

Sincerely, 

_________________ 

https://fmcicesports.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/20/files/2020/07/Senators.pdf
https://fmcicesports.acemlna.com/lt.php?s=69821865bff0386ef5f05305438b0d25&i=94A153A24A449
https://fmcicesports.acemlna.com/lt.php?s=69821865bff0386ef5f05305438b0d25&i=94A153A24A450
https://fmcicesports.acemlna.com/lt.php?s=69821865bff0386ef5f05305438b0d25&i=94A153A24A451





